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19 New View Strategies Boot Camps Now Include CPE Credit
[Milwaukee, WI, November 20, 2019] New View Strategies has been approved as a member of the
National Registry of CPE Sponsors, and is now able to provide CPE credits with all their in-person Boot
Camps covering Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central / Microsoft Dynamics NAV.
Managed by the National Association of State Boards of Accountancy (NASBA), the National Registry of
CPE Sponsors recognizes training program providers that deliver continuing education in accordance
with nationally recognized standards. While the Boards of Accountancy requirements can differ some
among states, recognition as a CPE sponsor by NASBA means wide acceptability of training credits
towards renewing one’s CPA license. In addition, many State Boards of Accountancy require CPAs to
acquire their CPE credits from members of the National Registry of CPE Sponsors. For students who
take a New View Strategies Boot Camp and are not CPAs, receiving CPE credits is a popular way to
document training completed and track progress towards their company’s professional development
plans and one’s personal development goals.
“It’s a fantastic ‘two-birds with one stone’ scenario,” shared Amanda Mayer, New View Strategies CFO
and lead on obtaining the NASBA registration. “As a CPA, I know I'm always looking for more efficient
ways to complete my continuing education requirements, and what better way to do that while learning
more about Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central and Microsoft Dynamics NAV?” She shared a bit
about the approval process as well. “We are thrilled and proud to be recognized by NASBA as a sponsor
of continuing professional education on the National Registry of CPE Sponsors. The review process is
very involved, but having to follow and document how we meet NASBA’s standards and best practices
has improved our processes and class delivery.”
Over the next 12 months, New View Strategies will offer 19 Boot Camps on a variety of topics, including
Essentials and Advanced Boot Camps for Controllers, in-depth training for Sales, Manufacturing, and
Warehousing teams, and quick-start classes for companies who want to implement and use Microsoft
Dynamics 365 Business Central. While the length of the Boot Camps vary, for many of the Boot Camps
students will be eligible to receive 25 credits for attending. For companies with some training budget
remaining for 2019, two of New View Strategies’ most popular classes, Advanced Account Schedules
Boot Camp and Advanced Controller's Boot Camp, will be offered in December in Chicago.
Cindy Hewitt, CFO with Hewitt Docks, Lifts & Pontoon Legs, shared her perspective of the added value
receiving CPE credits provides. “I just registered for one of the Advanced Controller’s Boot Camp next
year and was very pleased to find out that I can receive 25 CPE credits for attending. I was already
looking forward to the class as Kerry and Amanda always have a wealth of knowledge to share, but what
a great bonus towards tracking my personal development. I believe this is the only opportunity for me
and others to gain this kind of in-depth NAV and Business Central training that includes such a significant
number of CPE credits. I can’t wait for class!”

In addition to the added benefit of providing CPE credits, New View Strategies will hold their Boot
Camps in several locations across the country next year, including Chicago, Texas, and Southern
California. While the exact locations are to be announced, these additional locations facilitate
attendance for those professionals that find it difficult to travel outside their home region. For those
companies looking for other topics or a broader range of class times, New View Strategies also has 24
online classes scheduled in the next 12 months, or can provide a custom training class to meet a
company’s exact needs.
About New View Strategies
With more than 30 years of experience in the Microsoft Dynamics space, New View Strategies is the goto source for actionable training and process efficiency in Microsoft Dynamics NAV and Microsoft
Dynamics 365 Business Central (BC). They provide extensive training and consulting services for NAV and
BC – directly to customers and partners, and indirectly to customers on behalf of their partners. NVS
believes that every company can benefit from increased efficiency and higher utilization of their ERP
software and that it’s possible to have fun while learning exactly how to do that. Visit
www.NewViewStrategies.com for more information.
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